
    A woman dreams intensely. But as her slumber gets deeper her contradictory emotions start to take 
shape in a profound symbolic way revealing repressed passions and desires, unleashed by her 
unconscious mind.
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Synopsis

La Rainure (The Slot)

Directed by Isabel Medarde Oliden



In 1929, Luis Buñuel as a director and Salvador Dali as a cowriter - who had already 
embraced surrealism in his painting by that time - 
teamed up for the famous Un Chien Andalou a film 
that equally shocked and fascinated through its 
powerful but at the same time controverted visual 
rhetoric.  As director Luis Buñuel stated himself, 
trying to look for any kind of meaning behind the 
film would be pointless as its creators themselves 
were looking for none. The lack of meaning seems to 
have been in itself the mission of the two creators. 
Whether this defines an entire movement or not is 
debatable; some critics’ perception of the genre links 
it to Freudian theory of psyche, unconscious and 
dream interpretation.

In this virtue another earlier surrealist film  
The Seashell and The Clergyman  by directress Germaine Dulac - which Isabel Medarde 

references as an inspiration for her LA RAINURE - seems to actually use its visual contradictory 
appearance to return a feminist message, when the woman of a colonel (or general) becomes the 
object of desire for a lustful clergyman who fantasises about her and gives way to his hypothetical 
murderous drivings against her husband. She barely has anything to say in this battle of 
masculine egos - be it even that the battle is taking place at an imaginary level - which results in 
her being depicted as a sheer sexual obsession. 

(continued…)
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    In 1921, Hans Richter, a filmmaker powerfully influenced by cubism, was making one of the 
first  abstract  filmmaking  attempts  with  his  avant  garde  short  film  Rhytmus  21.  Displaying 
squares moving in different rhythms Richter was focusing on the kinetic variations of the shapes 
and their ‘pulsations’ to deliver an abstract artistic design aiming for the gut feeling rather than 
the emotional fulfilment of the viewer.
     Part of the dadaist movement - which was on a mission to ridicule the meaninglessness of the 
modern world -  his initiative was later followed up by the precursors of  surrealism, openly 
avowed dadaist artists such as Man Ray with La Retour à la Raison (1923) (Return to reason)  

and the more popular among the fans of the genre René Clair  with Entre’acte (1924) -  who 
proposed a more urban decor for the exploration of his theme, converging to the dadaist dogma. 
Both films displaying powerful surrealist features set up the foundation for the better known 
cinematic surrealist movement which proved to be a medium of expression for artists such as 
Luis  Buñuel,  Salvador  Dali,  Jean Cocteau  or  Germaine  Dulac.  A genre  somewhat  slightly 
‘tamed’ by later directors like the Mexican Alejandro Jodorowsky or David Lynch, surrealism in 
cinema has always addressed to those craving after  a  ‘mystified’  visual  aesthetic  capable  to 
access the unconscious and reproduce the most obscure corners of imagination.
     Almost a century after the genre had been founded, Isabel Medarde’s LA RAINURE sets off 
to presumably return to its  origins and revive it  in its  purest state.  Is  this too much for the 
contemporary  mindsets?  Has  the  informational  and  technological  progress  across  this  last 
century deepened the gap between its earliest and latest generations to such extent that they 
have embraced total alienation from each other? These questions are so interesting that we have 
to concede LA RAINURE has succeeded at some level from the very start - considering at least 
its stylistic endeavours have been victorious.

RATING: EXCELLENT.
Script

Idea



(…continued) 

All these inceptive surrealist artistic explorations are of vital importance for decoding and 
understanding Isabel Medarde’s film as they are generating the context of her cinematic initiative. 
Therefore, while at a writing level Un Chien Andalou seems to be entirely focusing on an absurd 
visual extravagance, Medarde’s LA RAINURE feels closer to the psychoanalytic conduct of The 

Seashell and The Clergyman looking to make use of a series of interpretative symbols in order to 
touch various topics such as religion,  sexual desire or social  prejudice.  It  is  easy to identify a 
structural reference to Freud’s interpretation of dreams. Just like in his theory, coincidentally or 
not,  Isabel  Medarde’s  silent  film  builds  up  around  the  woman-dreamer’s  erotic  drives  that 
crystallise at an unconscious level. It commences with a grooming process that continues with a 
flirt around a pool table and ends up in a half women, half men ‘quartet’ displaying a preference 
of mixed physical attraction - between both opposed and same gender couples. 

Just before the strong desire is about to get its fulfilment, censorship appears taking the 
shape of a horse and distorting the dream. The horse is a powerful representation in dreams , and 
is  apparently dreamt more often by women than men; it  symbolises the sexual drive and the 
powerful urges difficult to reign over. The fact that the leading character appears to be restricting 
the horse within the inner area of a bed frame takes the interpretation even further indicating a 
feeling of  her true self  being repressed -  which makes a lot  of  sense considering the scene is 
followed up by the reflection in the clock dial  of a woman waving and shaking her finger in 
disapproval at the protagonist.

Unlike its ‘veterans’ - which the meticulous mind, trusting reason above anything else, can 
accuse (legitimately according to its principles of discipline; or not according to the freedom of 
expression) of a deliberated sabotage of the artistic act by depriving the content of its potential 
meanings and chasing an empty form (a visual show off for the sake of amusement) - so, unlike its 
‘veterans’ LA RAINURE  is actually diving deep to reclaim its substance and make sense. This 
actually results in a very rewarding sentiment in the viewer that they have been taken on a very 
esoteric journey and initiated in its secrets. 

Surrealism is aimed to ‘stimulate the unconscious mind’ but what does that mean? Does 
that equate with the fascination for the shock suffered in front of the unknown and the fear it 
causes when it surfaces taking unexpected inconceivable and sometimes grotesque shapes? Or 
does it mean that after experiencing it the mind suffers a revelation capable to unlock (some of) its 
inner streams of self-knowledge and acquires a much elevated skill to access an objective reflection 
of itself that will endow the viewer to govern over their inmost aspect of their being with full 
discernment and control? Or perhaps it is a simple mirroring of our attempt to escape from the 
guilt  permeating  from the  darkest  corners  of  our  obscurity  vulnerable  to  and  nurtured  by…
temptation?

This is a crossroad of philosophical paths undoubtedly fit for surrealism to reconnoitre, 
and  Isabel  Medarde’s  LA  RAINURE  genuinely  redeems  its  surrealistic  alchemy  confidently 
scrutinising them. 

RATING: VERY GOOD. 
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Cinematography & Editing Acting

     From an aesthetic point of view LA 

RAINURE matches the photographic trend of 
its early correspondents committing to a 
meticulous visual composition for each of its 
shots and to a loyal reproduction of the look 
and mood that defined a genre at its peak in the 
interwar period.
    As a distinctive fact Isabel Medarde’s film 
was shot with an open source digital camera, 
the kind of build-it-yourself (DIY) affordable 
technology. If this didn’t breathe authenticity 
through all its pores one’d say it was an 
unnecessary ‘ideological statement’ taken 
perhaps a step too far. But this instinctive 
organic option emerges as an ethical artistic 
standard required by the very surrealistic DNA 
of the creator and her project. This is one of the 
puzzle pieces necessary to achieve the 
‘canonical’ stylistic purity. 
    Aside from its delectable look, compared to 
its precursors LA RAINURE adopts a cinematic 
grammar that is looking to communicate 
beyond the compositional shape of its elements, 
at a narrative level. This is harnessed by editing
which instils  a  sequentiality  that  plays  on the 
mellow tone of an unfolding dream and which 
cuts  on the unforeseen,  expeditious pace with 
which night-time dreams tend to interfere with 
one another, mutually depriving themselves of a 
resolution. 

    An interesting fact that directress Isabel 

Medarde specifies about her film is her 
attempt to honour the memory of feminine 
figures, pioneers of cinema such as Alice Guy-

Blaché, Lois Weber or Germain Dulac - LA 

RAINURE paying tribute particularly to the 

latter’s The Seashell and The Clergyman that 
tackles the same theme of simmering lust and 
unfulfilled, uncontrollable erotic momentum.
    Acting therefore embraces the body 
language and gesticulative manner of 
interpretation characteristic to the silent era. 
Acting’s main purpose is to assist the rest of 
the film elements with recreating the 
authentic mood and style of the genre and its 
times. 
    Even the casting, with the exception of 
Censura’s character, seems to have pursued 
the physical profile of the actresses of the 
time.
    In virtue of the above, performances 
achieve their complementary conjectural 
purpose stirring nevertheless, reflection over 
the antithetic appearance of today’s 
consecrated feminine archetypes. By casting a 
female lead (as opposed to Germaine Dulac’s 
film) a feminist statement is actually made. 
Male characters are this time those to revolve 
around a feminine perspective.

RATING: Cinematography.: excellent 

                editing:                      very good. 

RATING: very Good.
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Production Design  

The noticeable devotion to a genre 
endangered by oblivion reverberates over the 
amount and quality of the vintage detail that 
is meticulously chased after. Starting with the 
locations and ending with the costumes and 
props everything bears an almost cloned 
avant-garde particularity. 

RATING: very Good +. 

Music

   A blend of classical flute vibrations and 
modern experimental tones, music 
complements the project with an ‘echoey’ vibe 
which fits the theme like a glove. 
   The flute steers to fantasy and mystery while 
the  modern  tones  leverage  psychological 
entrapment  and  a  feeling  of  emotional 
contradiction.

RATING:  very good.  

Directing & Director’s Vision  

    Everything about LA RAINURE, each film 
element and work of every department feel 
like they are smoothly adding up to Isabel 

Medarde surrealist vision. 
    There is a subtle sense of tenacity in the way 
the film shapes up and the general impression 
is that a leader who knows what they are 
doing is backing it up. 
     As a result, operating with the conceptual 
features of the artistic movement feels 
confident and reflects positively on the final 
result.

RATING: excellent.   

Film’s Ending | Array of  Meanings 	  

   The  protagonist  wakes  up  from  her 
distressing dream, teased by the reflection in 
the clock’s dial that is telling her off for having 
given  in  to  her  powerful  instinctual  drives. 
She  had  accessed  a  realm  of  taboos  with  a 
clear intention to unleash her urges.
     Sobering up from the distressing dream 
takes a second:… a reassessment of reality and 
the protagonist’s place within it. A chain with 
a cross hanged at the head of the bed reminds 
of the ‘good manners’ and ‘composure’ but it 
is unclear whether the gesture of scrutinising  
it  acknowledges  these  as  a  refuge  from  the 
febrility of nightmares or whether it expresses 
doubt  regarding  the  censorship  they  are 
enforcing over the character’s individuality.
         It is perhaps this dilemma that the viewer 
is left with for further debate.
     As  the  slumber  is  resumed  the  horse, 
previously  restrained  within  the  bed  frame 
takes Censora’s place in the clock’s dial, once 
again  promising  to  release  the  unsuspected 
dark  impulses  hidden  by  the  unconscious 
mind.

RATING: very Good +.  
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Final Conclusions 

In a century dominated by the commercial film and its business component Isabel 

Medarde’s LA RAINURE is a courageous attempt catering for the savvies. The experimental 
avant-garde gene flowing through Medarde’s blood, screams from a distance that this is in many 
ways a very personal project. But the professionalism and statutory artistic valencies plead for its 
authenticity endorsing its cinematic value.

While LA RAINURE will have a selective, niched addressability among its public, 

the film is undoubtedly a rare kind of cinematic appearance, one that vividly restores a-

century-old almost mystified genre: surrealism is back!

 ‘An exceptional vivid restoration of the interwar surrealist cinema.’

Reviewed by Vlad Dorofte 
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